A. Todirash (g «O-zone»): "I grew up on Russian Songs"

KM TV: Today program "Private Lives" meets Moldovan guest singer named Arsenie, which will go to a music store. Hi! Come on.

Arsenie Todirash, singer. The general public is known as the former lead singer of the Moldovan music group «O-Zone». In 2002, boys first conquered Romania, releasing the album «Number One», and then the rest of Europe. They got to Russia, where they found a lot of fans. The song «Dragostea Din Tei» from their second album in a row for a long time to keep on top of the charts, and the album was named one of the best selling in 2005. However, in the same year, after a sharp rise, the team announced their breakup. Arsenie Todirash started his solo career. 

KM TV: Arsenie, please tell us what we forgot in the record store?

Arsenie : Actually, we do not here forget. I ended up here by accident, close to these guitars, because I came, in fact, a cover for the guitar, but when I see them, they always pull me, you know, they want to touch it.

KM TV: That is your hobby - a musical instrument? Do you collect them?

Arsenie: I did not collect. I have two favorite guitars - one classical and one acoustic. They are at home. One lies on the other play often.

KM TV: For what we choose cover?

Arsenie: For his great acoustic guitar for his beloved, that I bought it is very difficult, it is very difficult to find. To tell you this story?

KM TV: Yes, of course!

Arsenie: We were in Germany at the World Exhibition of music instruments and everything connected with music. And there I decided to find a guitar. There was a lot of guitars, and I chose the firm "Taylor", it is very nice to me, and of the many guitars I chose one and wanted to buy it right there. But this was impossible, because this guitar was the prototype, it was the only one. It would have done more, many more, but this was the only one. Guitar left, flew back to America, I have not bought it, but my management to deal with this guitar, and they brought it to me. 

Arsenie from the childhood dream of becoming a great musician. He sang always and everywhere: at school, at home, in the bathroom. Already at age 15 began writing his own songs, beginner musician realized that for him it is almost the only way of expression. At 16 years old Arsenie is a member of the Moldovan folk band Stejareii, where he plays the contrabass. Then he began to learn guitar. True, our store did not have bass, but the guitars were in the range. 

Arsenie: This one I like, but I do not know - I got accustomed to the other guitar. Here there is one. Let's look at it, Yamaha, probably. You like it? I like it. Do you know why she got accustomed to me? Because I have so far is the same house, same looks, maybe that's why I liked it - a pure soul.

KM TV: Please! Please!

Arsenie: I do not know what you play ...


Love is a game for two, I though that I play it with you
But now I play alone, in a game that you don´t belong to
And I pray for the minimum, yes, I pray for a minimum now
Should I pray for a minimum now… If you do not know the song, the song is called "minimum".


His solo debut Arsenie began under the name Arsenium. In 2006 he took part in the Eurovision Song Contest, where together with Natalia Gordienko is Moldavia. At the end of 2009, the singer once again surprised his fans. The song "Minimum" was recorded in a new style for a musician, and soon the singer changed his stage name, and, more precisely, his last letter. It sounds a little unusual for a Russian ear - Arsenie.

KM TV: Arsenie, I know you are now closely on a solo career. Tell us a little about it.

Arsenie: As I previously told you, I shot video for the song now «Remember me», which is spinning everywhere in Russia, I presented it here. Where I took it? I took him to Romania, as well as all the other clips. I have worked with the director Florin Botea, who filmed the clips and Inna «Hot», Morandi «Save me». He is very good and very talented. All of my videos so far I've done to him. This is a solo project.

KM TV: What is your musical style? How would you call it?

Arsenie: I have two musical styles in which I compose. One - Pop Dance, more pop, and another - the pop-rock. I have two of these projects. I am now released a project in Russia with pop-dance with the song «Remember me». The next song is a duet with Russian singer - I can now tell you her name or other nuances, but the song is very good, very hit and it will be released simultaneously in Russia and in Germany and in several other European countries.

KM TV: I realized that musical instruments - this is your weakness, and you even write the music itself. Is this true?

Arsenie: I did write the music. All my music I'm composing on his guitar, even densovuyu. All the guitar. Then, I still have a good friend, and he also aranzher, he is a good producer, and he and I together and then make the final material.

KM TV: Do you often happens in Russia? How do you do Russian atmosphere?

Arsenie: I have not been here for a long.. Russian atmosphere is very close to me because I grew up with different Russian songs.

KM TV: Do you know Russian songs? What do you know a Russian song? Come on!

Arsenie: "We came out of the house when all the windows the lights go out ... " - my friends from Zdub'y, you know?

KM TV: And, yes, «Zdob Si Zdub», the group? They, too, Moldovans, right?

Arsenie: They, too, Moldovans, too, from my homeland.

KM TV: sing?

Arsenie:
We left the house when all the windows the lights go out
One by one.
We've seen the last tram leaves ...


KM TV: Wow, thank you very much. And your songs are in Russian?

Arsenie: Yes, can even find one song, if you search on the Internet. Simply, we still have not released it. Even the two can find. One song is called "Исчезни" (Disappear) and the second is called "Буду рядом" (I´ll be there) You can search. I'm probably one of the songs released in Russia after a while.

KM TV: Text too you wrote? Text also in Russian? It is very difficult in a foreign language to write lyrics.

Arsenie: For me, not hard, because I grew up with this language, and then he in this country was the second official language, and even in school I had taught him. In Chisinau - 50/50, all the talking and the Romanian and Russian. So who is from Moldova - all speak Russian.

KM TV: At one time there were rumors that a group of «O-zone» may again come together.

Arsenie: I remember the rumors, but these were not just rumors. We talked about this topic, we thought, we need it now - to reunite «O-zone» or not. And we thought not. Better for all of us to do a solo career, and everyone does what he wants, how he sees his solo career, is building what he wants.

KM TV: You're communicating with the friends and colleagues?

Arsenie: Very rarely. We do not even know why - or because of the time, or due to the fact that we simply do not work together - that something has changed, and we communicate very rare, and it is probably more on the phone or when we meet randomly somewhere at a concert, or in a restaurant or a club somewhere.

KM TV: Do you follow their creativity?

Arsenie: I am interested. We still have fans from the time of «O-zone», they always write that Dan or Radu has done this or done this Parliament, and they - that Arsenie made. And it is impossible not to look - all you know, one of the other knows everything.

Today Arsenie himself wrote his own songs - in Romanian, English, Russian, and even Spanish. Come to Russia only on important occasions, such as, for example, the presentation of new music video. However, now, to the delight of the Russian fans, is planning a big tour around the country.

Arsenie: I think we may here find something for his guitar.

KM TV: Cases, they all standard?

Arsenie: Is worse cases, there is a better covers

KM TV: And so they are on any guitar, everything is always like?

Arsenie: No, no, they are different, there are different sizes for different guitars. Here's the cover - for the classical guitar. I have a home, you can take it. Is it possible this one, I think of all I liked this because he is such a serious sort.

KM TV: The size of it will fit?

Arsenie: Fit fit, I think. Pockets, there are different, see? Beauty! Here are this good, you see, is soft. Tread is all there is.

KM TV: The Protector - is what protects against strokes?

Arsenie: Yes. I think that we can try to take buy this case. What do you say? Well, hold on to him.

KM TV: Ask me about the guitar case ....

Arsenie: Fashion! (seller) ... cover you can buy? How much does it cost? .. Since you have been Arsenie in "Private Lives. " Today I chose a different holster, super! I wish you happiness and love, and soon I'll be back in Moscow.
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